
                                      
Visualisation with Matlab
Outline

• Review of Basic Graphics
• Modifying Graphics Properties
• Customizing Graphics Objects
• The Graphics Object hierarchy
• Images and 3D Surface Plots
• Visualisaing Surfaces
• Working with Category Data

We have touched very briefly on exploring our data with visualisations. However, tweaking and manipulating 
these visualusations deserves a little bit of discussion. There's a few things I wanted to get you familiar with for 
when you start exploring or presenting your data with charts and graphs. 

When we create a plot in Matlab, what we are creating is a graphics object. This usually comprises of an axes, 
lines, text and legend, plotted in a figure widow. These components are arranged in a hierarchy: 
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Review of Basic Graphics
•Powerful 2D and 3D graphics features are available.

•Graphics is built upon a collection of objects whose properties can be altered to change the appearance of 
graphs.

•Graphs may be drawn by using the low-level graphics primitives alone but there are usually higher level 
functions available for most of the common graphics needs. 

•Hierarchy of graphical properties are managed using handles

Commands for Plotting

figure  : This command creates a new graphics window. Multiple figure windows will happily coexist. Only one of 
the figures will have the focus for drawing.

hold : Each graph is usually drawn into a clean window, by deleting the current display area. The hold command 
will over-ride this behavior and draw the new graph over the existing one.

plot ( x/y) plotting. loglog, semilogx and semilogyare variations of the plot command.

title : adds title to a plot

xlabel , ylabel : add x and y axis labels

text , gtext : to add arbitrary text on a graph.

grid : adds grid-lines

Commands for different plot types

•Bar and area graphs 

–bar, barh

–bar3 , bar3h

–area

•Pie charts

–pie

•Histograms
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–hist , histc

Figure Window
•Any graphics command will normally use the current figure window ‘if there is one’ or open up a new figure 
window ‘if there is not one already’ , and will create the plots within that window.

•It is always possible to open a new graphics window by using the figurecommand. Figure windows can later be 
closed by using the closecommand or cleared by using the clfcommand. 

•When dealing with multiple figure windows, a better control can be applied by using  handles.

%Create an empty figure window with the handle
fig = figure

fig = 
  Figure (1) with properties:

      Number: 1
        Name: ''
       Color: [0.9400 0.9400 0.9400]
    Position: [560 528 560 420]
       Units: 'pixels'

  Show all properties

% Create some empty axes
ax = axes(fig) % These are assigned to the most recently created figure window.

ax = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [0 1]
             YLim: [0 1]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

% Add a line
pl = plot(ax, 1:10, 1:10)

pl = 
  Line with properties:

              Color: [0 0.4470 0.7410]
          LineStyle: '-'
          LineWidth: 0.5000
             Marker: 'none'
         MarkerSize: 6
    MarkerFaceColor: 'none'
              XData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
              YData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
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              ZData: [1×0 double]

  Show all properties

% Add some text (Text is a child of the axis, not the line)
labx = xlabel(ax, "One to Ten")

labx = 
  Text (One to Ten) with properties:

                 String: 'One to Ten'
               FontSize: 11
             FontWeight: 'normal'
               FontName: 'Helvetica'
                  Color: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
    HorizontalAlignment: 'center'
               Position: [5.5000 0.5401 -1]
                  Units: 'data'

  Show all properties

laby = ylabel(ax, "One to Ten (again)")

laby = 
  Text (One to Ten (again)) with properties:

                 String: 'One to Ten (again)'
               FontSize: 11
             FontWeight: 'normal'
               FontName: 'Helvetica'
                  Color: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
    HorizontalAlignment: 'center'
               Position: [0.6164 5.5000 -1]
                  Units: 'data'

  Show all properties

% Add a legend
leg = legend(ax, "Hello Data")
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leg = 
  Legend (Hello Data) with properties:

         String: {'Hello Data'}
       Location: 'northeast'
    Orientation: 'vertical'
       FontSize: 9
       Position: [0.7429 0.8702 0.1482 0.0357]
          Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

It's very rare that you'll want to be this prescriptive with handle names when you're making plots in Matlab. 
Matlab lets you build a plot using native inheritance, which makes plotting in Matlab fun! 

Now lets try with some data

x=-pi:2*pi/20:pi

x = 1×21
   -3.1416   -2.8274   -2.5133   -2.1991   -1.8850   -1.5708   -1.2566   -0.9425

y1=sin(-pi:2*pi/20:pi);
y2=cos(-pi:2*pi/20:pi);
y3=y1+y2;
y=y3.^2

y = 1×21
    1.0000    1.5878    1.9511    1.9511    1.5878    1.0000    0.4122    0.0489
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% TODO create a figure with a handle and plot y1
h1 = figure;     
plot(y1);

% TODO create a figure with handle h2 and plot y2
%use hold get y2 and y3 on the same plot

h2 = figure;     
plot(y2) ; 
hold on ; 
plot(y3) 

 
%different ways for closing the figure
close (h1) ; 
clf(h2) ; 

% TODO plot x v y
% plots x versus y
clear gcf; %clear the current graphics figure
plot(x)  % plots x versus its index. If x is a matrix plots each column as a different series on the same axis. 
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plot(x,y) % plots x versus y
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% TODO plot x v y with red x marks
 %---> as above but also specify the line colour and/or style.
 plot(x,y,'rx') %---> as above but also specify the line colour and/or style.

               % Where the string is one or more characters which indicate the line_colour and optionally the line_type to use.
                   %the line_colour indicator can be one of  c,m,y,r,g,b or w.  
                   %the line_type can be one of   o,+,* -,: ,-. or -- .  
 
y3=y1+y2;
y=y3.^2

y = 1×21
    1.0000    1.5878    1.9511    1.9511    1.5878    1.0000    0.4122    0.0489

plot(x,y1,x,y2,x,y3) % TODO plot xvy1, xvy2 and xvy3 on the same plot
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    % → plot y1,y2 and y3 using the same x axis and   
% TODO use plotyy to plot x v y1 and x v y2                       % with same scaling.
 plotyy(x,y1,x,y2)     %→ plot y1 and y2 against x on same plot but use different scales for each graph. 
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Retrospective handles
We can create a plot, then retrieve only the handles we would like to use. Let's recreate that plot we made 
earlier using the native inheritance. 

xdat = 1:10;
ydat = 1:10;
plot(xdat, ydat)
legend("Hello Data")
ylabel("One to Ten (again)")
xlabel("One to Ten")

We know that this plot is an object, created from a figure window, axes, text and legend. But we haven't had to 
tell Matlab how they are all assoiacted. Matlab knows. 

But of course, we may like to make changes to defaults, and to do that, we'll need handles! 

We can pull the properties of the figure window, the top of our heirarchy by calling get(gcf) with gcf in this 
insance standing for 'get current figure'. Similarly, we can pull the properties of an axis using get(gca) 'get 
current axis'. 

%Figure properties
get(gcf)
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                 Alphamap: [1×64 double]
             BeingDeleted: off
               BusyAction: 'queue'
            ButtonDownFcn: ''
                 Children: [2×1 Graphics]
                 Clipping: on
          CloseRequestFcn: 'closereq'
                    Color: [1 1 1]
                 Colormap: [256×3 double]
              ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
                CreateFcn: ''
              CurrentAxes: [1×1 Axes]
         CurrentCharacter: ''
            CurrentObject: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
             CurrentPoint: [0 0]
                DeleteFcn: ''
             DockControls: on
                 FileName: ''
        GraphicsSmoothing: on
         HandleVisibility: 'on'
                     Icon: ''
            InnerPosition: [560 528 560 420]
            IntegerHandle: on
            Interruptible: on
           InvertHardcopy: on
              KeyPressFcn: ''
            KeyReleaseFcn: ''
                  MenuBar: 'none'
                     Name: ''
                 NextPlot: 'add'
                   Number: 3
              NumberTitle: on
            OuterPosition: [560 528 560 420]
         PaperOrientation: 'portrait'
            PaperPosition: [0.6222 7.4417 19.7556 14.8167]
        PaperPositionMode: 'auto'
                PaperSize: [21.0000 29.7000]
                PaperType: 'A4'
               PaperUnits: 'centimeters'
                   Parent: [1×1 Root]
                  Pointer: 'arrow'
        PointerShapeCData: [16×16 double]
      PointerShapeHotSpot: [1 1]
                 Position: [560 528 560 420]
                 Renderer: 'opengl'
             RendererMode: 'auto'
                   Resize: on
               Scrollable: off
            SelectionType: 'normal'
           SizeChangedFcn: ''
                      Tag: ''
                  ToolBar: 'none'
                     Type: 'figure'
                    Units: 'pixels'
                 UserData: []
                  Visible: off
      WindowButtonDownFcn: ''
    WindowButtonMotionFcn: ''
        WindowButtonUpFcn: ''
        WindowKeyPressFcn: ''
      WindowKeyReleaseFcn: ''
     WindowScrollWheelFcn: ''
              WindowState: 'normal'
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              WindowStyle: 'normal'
                 XDisplay: 'Quartz'

%Axis properties
get(gca)

                        ALim: [0 1]
                    ALimMode: 'auto'
                  AlphaScale: 'linear'
                    Alphamap: [1×64 double]
           AmbientLightColor: [1 1 1]
                BeingDeleted: off
                         Box: on
                    BoxStyle: 'back'
                  BusyAction: 'queue'
               ButtonDownFcn: ''
                        CLim: [0 1]
                    CLimMode: 'auto'
              CameraPosition: [5.5000 5.5000 17.3205]
          CameraPositionMode: 'auto'
                CameraTarget: [5.5000 5.5000 0]
            CameraTargetMode: 'auto'
              CameraUpVector: [0 1 0]
          CameraUpVectorMode: 'auto'
             CameraViewAngle: 6.6086
         CameraViewAngleMode: 'auto'
                    Children: [1×1 Line]
                    Clipping: on
               ClippingStyle: '3dbox'
                       Color: [1 1 1]
                  ColorOrder: [7×3 double]
             ColorOrderIndex: 2
                  ColorScale: 'linear'
                    Colormap: [256×3 double]
                 ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
                   CreateFcn: ''
                CurrentPoint: [2×3 double]
             DataAspectRatio: [4.5000 4.5000 1]
         DataAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                   DeleteFcn: ''
                   FontAngle: 'normal'
                    FontName: 'Helvetica'
                    FontSize: 10
                FontSizeMode: 'auto'
               FontSmoothing: on
                   FontUnits: 'points'
                  FontWeight: 'normal'
                   GridAlpha: 0.1500
               GridAlphaMode: 'auto'
                   GridColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
               GridColorMode: 'auto'
               GridLineStyle: '-'
            HandleVisibility: 'on'
                     HitTest: on
               InnerPosition: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
                Interactions: [1×1 matlab.graphics.interaction.interface.DefaultAxesInteractionSet]
               Interruptible: on
     LabelFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
                       Layer: 'bottom'
                      Layout: [0×0 matlab.ui.layout.LayoutOptions]
                      Legend: [1×1 Legend]
              LineStyleOrder: '-'
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         LineStyleOrderIndex: 1
                   LineWidth: 0.5000
              MinorGridAlpha: 0.2500
          MinorGridAlphaMode: 'auto'
              MinorGridColor: [0.1000 0.1000 0.1000]
          MinorGridColorMode: 'auto'
          MinorGridLineStyle: ':'
                    NextPlot: 'replace'
             NextSeriesIndex: 2
               OuterPosition: [0 0 1 1]
                      Parent: [1×1 Figure]
               PickableParts: 'visible'
          PlotBoxAspectRatio: [1 0.7892 0.7892]
      PlotBoxAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                    Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
          PositionConstraint: 'innerposition'
                  Projection: 'orthographic'
                    Selected: off
          SelectionHighlight: on
                  SortMethod: 'childorder'
                    Subtitle: [1×1 Text]
          SubtitleFontWeight: 'normal'
                         Tag: ''
                     TickDir: 'in'
                 TickDirMode: 'auto'
        TickLabelInterpreter: 'tex'
                  TickLength: [0.0100 0.0250]
                  TightInset: [0.0563 0.0726 0.0103 0.0149]
                       Title: [1×1 Text]
     TitleFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
             TitleFontWeight: 'bold'
    TitleHorizontalAlignment: 'center'
                     Toolbar: [1×1 AxesToolbar]
                        Type: 'axes'
                       Units: 'normalized'
                    UserData: []
                        View: [0 90]
                     Visible: on
                       XAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               XAxisLocation: 'bottom'
                      XColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  XColorMode: 'auto'
                        XDir: 'normal'
                       XGrid: off
                      XLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        XLim: [1 10]
                    XLimMode: 'auto'
                XLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  XMinorGrid: off
                  XMinorTick: off
                      XScale: 'linear'
                       XTick: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
                  XTickLabel: {10×1 cell}
              XTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          XTickLabelRotation: 0
                   XTickMode: 'auto'
                       YAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               YAxisLocation: 'left'
                      YColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  YColorMode: 'auto'
                        YDir: 'normal'
                       YGrid: off
                      YLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        YLim: [1 10]
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                    YLimMode: 'auto'
                YLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  YMinorGrid: off
                  YMinorTick: off
                      YScale: 'linear'
                       YTick: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
                  YTickLabel: {10×1 cell}
              YTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          YTickLabelRotation: 0
                   YTickMode: 'auto'
                       ZAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
                      ZColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  ZColorMode: 'auto'
                        ZDir: 'normal'
                       ZGrid: off
                      ZLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        ZLim: [-1 1]
                    ZLimMode: 'auto'
                ZLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  ZMinorGrid: off
                  ZMinorTick: off
                      ZScale: 'linear'
                       ZTick: [-1 0 1]
                  ZTickLabel: ''
              ZTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          ZTickLabelRotation: 0
                   ZTickMode: 'auto'

%Specific property
get(gca, 'Position')

ans = 1×4
    0.1300    0.1100    0.7750    0.8150

Now then, we talked above about a heirarchy. So we know, for example that our Figure window contains  our 
axes, lines etc. Just like extracting specific properties, we can access this parent/child relationship with get(), 
calling the parent or child. 

get(gcf, 'children')

ans = 
  2×1 graphics array:

  Legend    (Hello Data)
  Axes

get(gca, 'children')

ans = 
  Line (Hello Data) with properties:

              Color: [0 0.4470 0.7410]
          LineStyle: '-'
          LineWidth: 0.5000
             Marker: 'none'
         MarkerSize: 6
    MarkerFaceColor: 'none'
              XData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
              YData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
              ZData: [1×0 double]
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  Show all properties

%Let's add a second line to our plot by 'holding' the axis and plotting another line

hold on
ydat2 = rand(10,1)*10;
plot(ydat2)

%Now lets call the children of the axis
get(gca, 'children')

ans = 
  2×1 Line array:

  Line
  Line    (Hello Data)

If we are working in multiple figure windows, or figures with multiple axes and/or lines and we don't give them a 
handle when we create them, we can retrospectively assign certain elements to a handle and we can use that 
to build or manipulate our plots. 

Lines = get(gca, 'children') %Assign handle to the contents of the axis

Lines = 
  2×1 Line array:

  Line
  Line    (Hello Data)

Lines(2) % Call the properties of the second object with the handle 'Lines'

ans = 
  Line (Hello Data) with properties:

              Color: [0 0.4470 0.7410]
          LineStyle: '-'
          LineWidth: 0.5000
             Marker: 'none'
         MarkerSize: 6
    MarkerFaceColor: 'none'
              XData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
              YData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
              ZData: [1×0 double]

  Show all properties

% Use the handle to return specific properties. 
LinWidth = get(Lines(2), 'LineWidth')

LinWidth = 0.5000
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I'd like you to have a first go at making and exploring plot objects. I've written the code to make two variables, t 
and x, I'd like you to create a simple line graph. I'd then like you to assign a handle to the line. I'd like you to use 
this handle name to create a variable with the colour information in it.

% HAVE A GO %
% (10 mins)

% These are five cycles of decaying sinosoidal wayes. 
t = 0:0.2:10*pi;   % Our time direction  ranging from t=0 to t=10Pi in steps of 0.2 
x = sin(t).*exp(-t/30);

% Plot x against y in a simple line graph
plot(t,x)

% Assign a handle to the line
Line = get(gca, 'Children')

Line = 
  3×1 Line array:

  Line
  Line    (data1)
  Line    (Hello Data)

%Explore the properties of the line. Can you return the colour of the line
%as a variable called colr? 
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colr = get(Line, "Color")

colr = 3×1 cell
1

1 [0.9290,...
2 [0.8500,...
3 [0,0.447...

Modifying Graphics Properties
So we know how to access the properties of our graphic objects. But what if we want to change them to tweak 
the appearance of our graphs? We do this with set(). 

Remember that sunshine and happiness data? Lets's create a plot with it and get tweaking! 

SunHappy = load("data/SunshineandHappiness.csv")

SunHappy = 101×3
103 ×
    1.9200    1.3370    0.0052
    1.9210    1.3950    0.0057
    1.9220    1.1660    0.0040
    1.9230    1.5600    0.0070
    1.9240    1.3430    0.0053
    1.9250    1.3060    0.0051
    1.9260    1.4430    0.0060
    1.9270    1.3080    0.0049
    1.9280    1.3440    0.0054
    1.9290    1.4580    0.0061

scatter(SunHappy(:,2), SunHappy(:,3)) % Plot happiness over time
ylabel("Happiness Score")
xlabel("Average Sunshine Hours (per year)")

%Lets explore our tweak options on the axis
get(gca)

                        ALim: [0 1]
                    ALimMode: 'auto'
                  AlphaScale: 'linear'
                    Alphamap: [1×64 double]
           AmbientLightColor: [1 1 1]
                BeingDeleted: off
                         Box: on
                    BoxStyle: 'back'
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                  BusyAction: 'queue'
               ButtonDownFcn: ''
                        CLim: [0 1]
                    CLimMode: 'auto'
              CameraPosition: [900 4 17.3205]
          CameraPositionMode: 'auto'
                CameraTarget: [900 4 0]
            CameraTargetMode: 'auto'
              CameraUpVector: [0 1 0]
          CameraUpVectorMode: 'auto'
             CameraViewAngle: 6.6086
         CameraViewAngleMode: 'auto'
                    Children: [4×1 Graphics]
                    Clipping: on
               ClippingStyle: '3dbox'
                       Color: [1 1 1]
                  ColorOrder: [7×3 double]
             ColorOrderIndex: 5
                  ColorScale: 'linear'
                    Colormap: [256×3 double]
                 ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
                   CreateFcn: ''
                CurrentPoint: [2×3 double]
             DataAspectRatio: [900 6 1]
         DataAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                   DeleteFcn: ''
                   FontAngle: 'normal'
                    FontName: 'Helvetica'
                    FontSize: 10
                FontSizeMode: 'auto'
               FontSmoothing: on
                   FontUnits: 'points'
                  FontWeight: 'normal'
                   GridAlpha: 0.1500
               GridAlphaMode: 'auto'
                   GridColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
               GridColorMode: 'auto'
               GridLineStyle: '-'
            HandleVisibility: 'on'
                     HitTest: on
               InnerPosition: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
                Interactions: [1×1 matlab.graphics.interaction.interface.DefaultAxesInteractionSet]
               Interruptible: on
     LabelFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
                       Layer: 'bottom'
                      Layout: [0×0 matlab.ui.layout.LayoutOptions]
                      Legend: [1×1 Legend]
              LineStyleOrder: '-'
         LineStyleOrderIndex: 1
                   LineWidth: 0.5000
              MinorGridAlpha: 0.2500
          MinorGridAlphaMode: 'auto'
              MinorGridColor: [0.1000 0.1000 0.1000]
          MinorGridColorMode: 'auto'
          MinorGridLineStyle: ':'
                    NextPlot: 'add'
             NextSeriesIndex: 5
               OuterPosition: [0 0 1 1]
                      Parent: [1×1 Figure]
               PickableParts: 'visible'
          PlotBoxAspectRatio: [1 0.7892 0.7892]
      PlotBoxAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                    Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
          PositionConstraint: 'innerposition'
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                  Projection: 'orthographic'
                    Selected: off
          SelectionHighlight: on
                  SortMethod: 'childorder'
                    Subtitle: [1×1 Text]
          SubtitleFontWeight: 'normal'
                         Tag: ''
                     TickDir: 'in'
                 TickDirMode: 'auto'
        TickLabelInterpreter: 'tex'
                  TickLength: [0.0100 0.0250]
                  TightInset: [0.0563 0.0726 0.0201 0.0149]
                       Title: [1×1 Text]
     TitleFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
             TitleFontWeight: 'bold'
    TitleHorizontalAlignment: 'center'
                     Toolbar: [1×1 AxesToolbar]
                        Type: 'axes'
                       Units: 'normalized'
                    UserData: []
                        View: [0 90]
                     Visible: on
                       XAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               XAxisLocation: 'bottom'
                      XColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  XColorMode: 'auto'
                        XDir: 'normal'
                       XGrid: off
                      XLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        XLim: [0 1800]
                    XLimMode: 'auto'
                XLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  XMinorGrid: off
                  XMinorTick: off
                      XScale: 'linear'
                       XTick: [0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800]
                  XTickLabel: {10×1 cell}
              XTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          XTickLabelRotation: 0
                   XTickMode: 'auto'
                       YAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               YAxisLocation: 'left'
                      YColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  YColorMode: 'auto'
                        YDir: 'normal'
                       YGrid: off
                      YLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        YLim: [-2 10]
                    YLimMode: 'auto'
                YLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  YMinorGrid: off
                  YMinorTick: off
                      YScale: 'linear'
                       YTick: [-2 0 2 4 6 8 10]
                  YTickLabel: {7×1 cell}
              YTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          YTickLabelRotation: 0
                   YTickMode: 'auto'
                       ZAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
                      ZColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  ZColorMode: 'auto'
                        ZDir: 'normal'
                       ZGrid: off
                      ZLabel: [1×1 Text]
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                        ZLim: [-1 1]
                    ZLimMode: 'auto'
                ZLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  ZMinorGrid: off
                  ZMinorTick: off
                      ZScale: 'linear'
                       ZTick: [-1 0 1]
                  ZTickLabel: ''
              ZTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          ZTickLabelRotation: 0
                   ZTickMode: 'auto'

%Lets change the background from default white to a dark red.
set(gca, 'Color', [0.7 0.4 0.4]) % Using RGB triplet

Now create another plot

x = 0:0.1:2*pi;
y = sin(x);
plot(x,y,'o-'); %specifying the marker type and line type

Change the marker size using

plot(x,y,'*','MarkerSize',8,...
    'MarkerFaceColor','r')
%change the marker size
% TODO use rgb vector to set the color
plot(x,y,'*','MarkerSize',5,...
    'MarkerFaceColor',[1 0.5 0.1])
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Making a graph 
We've shown you how to change things retrospectively, however, there are likely to be some design elements 
that you'll be aware of before you plot. When we know the property name, we can add these as we construct 
our graph, preventing it from drawing with defaults. 

We're going to make the following graph using  a pollution data set for Seoul. 
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Let's start by closing any open figure windows using close and loading in our pollution data.

close

% Load in our pollution data
Pollution = load('data/SeoulPollution2017.csv');

Once we have our data we can plot our first line. I would like the line colour to be black instead of Matlab's 
default blue, so I'm going to set this as I draw the graph. 

%Create a basic line graph using plot
plot(Pollution(:,2), 'color', [0 0 0]) % k is the shortcut for the colour black, or [0 0 0] in triplet form

In the example above we also plot the 11 day moving average, in order to smooth some of the daily noise. we 
create this variable with the movmean() function, this is an array function, just like mean() and sum(). In this 
case, the inputs will be the data, followed by the window length that we would like the mean to cover. 

%Create a new variable for plotting
RunningAverage = movmean(Pollution(:,2), 11);

% hold the Axis to add a child. 
hold on 

% plot the new line, we know that it's a dark red. The elipses let us
% continue to a new line as though it was the same one keeping our code
% nice and tidy. 
plot(RunningAverage,...
    'color', [0.8 0.2 0.2], ...
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    'LineWidth', 1.2)

I have my plot looking similar to the one above, but there's a few extra things we need to do. Firstly, we're 
plotting a year of data, let's trim the axis down to 365.

% look for the property we're after 
get(gca)

                        ALim: [0 1]
                    ALimMode: 'auto'
                  AlphaScale: 'linear'
                    Alphamap: [1×64 double]
           AmbientLightColor: [1 1 1]
                BeingDeleted: off
                         Box: on
                    BoxStyle: 'back'
                  BusyAction: 'queue'
               ButtonDownFcn: ''
                        CLim: [0 1]
                    CLimMode: 'auto'
              CameraPosition: [200 0.0400 17.3205]
          CameraPositionMode: 'auto'
                CameraTarget: [200 0.0400 0]
            CameraTargetMode: 'auto'
              CameraUpVector: [0 1 0]
          CameraUpVectorMode: 'auto'
             CameraViewAngle: 6.6086
         CameraViewAngleMode: 'auto'
                    Children: [2×1 Line]
                    Clipping: on
               ClippingStyle: '3dbox'
                       Color: [1 1 1]
                  ColorOrder: [7×3 double]
             ColorOrderIndex: 3
                  ColorScale: 'linear'
                    Colormap: [256×3 double]
                 ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
                   CreateFcn: ''
                CurrentPoint: [2×3 double]
             DataAspectRatio: [6.6667e+03 1 33.3333]
         DataAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                   DeleteFcn: ''
                   FontAngle: 'normal'
                    FontName: 'Helvetica'
                    FontSize: 10
                FontSizeMode: 'auto'
               FontSmoothing: on
                   FontUnits: 'points'
                  FontWeight: 'normal'
                   GridAlpha: 0.1500
               GridAlphaMode: 'auto'
                   GridColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
               GridColorMode: 'auto'
               GridLineStyle: '-'
            HandleVisibility: 'on'
                     HitTest: on
               InnerPosition: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
                Interactions: [1×1 matlab.graphics.interaction.interface.DefaultAxesInteractionSet]
               Interruptible: on
     LabelFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
                       Layer: 'bottom'
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                      Layout: [0×0 matlab.ui.layout.LayoutOptions]
                      Legend: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
              LineStyleOrder: '-'
         LineStyleOrderIndex: 1
                   LineWidth: 0.5000
              MinorGridAlpha: 0.2500
          MinorGridAlphaMode: 'auto'
              MinorGridColor: [0.1000 0.1000 0.1000]
          MinorGridColorMode: 'auto'
          MinorGridLineStyle: ':'
                    NextPlot: 'add'
             NextSeriesIndex: 3
               OuterPosition: [0 0 1 1]
                      Parent: [1×1 Figure]
               PickableParts: 'visible'
          PlotBoxAspectRatio: [1 0.7892 0.7892]
      PlotBoxAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                    Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
          PositionConstraint: 'outerposition'
                  Projection: 'orthographic'
                    Selected: off
          SelectionHighlight: on
                  SortMethod: 'childorder'
                    Subtitle: [1×1 Text]
          SubtitleFontWeight: 'normal'
                         Tag: ''
                     TickDir: 'in'
                 TickDirMode: 'auto'
        TickLabelInterpreter: 'tex'
                  TickLength: [0.0100 0.0250]
                  TightInset: [0.0420 0.0393 0.0152 0.0149]
                       Title: [1×1 Text]
     TitleFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
             TitleFontWeight: 'bold'
    TitleHorizontalAlignment: 'center'
                     Toolbar: [1×1 AxesToolbar]
                        Type: 'axes'
                       Units: 'normalized'
                    UserData: []
                        View: [0 90]
                     Visible: on
                       XAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               XAxisLocation: 'bottom'
                      XColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  XColorMode: 'auto'
                        XDir: 'normal'
                       XGrid: off
                      XLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        XLim: [0 400]
                    XLimMode: 'auto'
                XLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  XMinorGrid: off
                  XMinorTick: off
                      XScale: 'linear'
                       XTick: [0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400]
                  XTickLabel: {9×1 cell}
              XTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          XTickLabelRotation: 0
                   XTickMode: 'auto'
                       YAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               YAxisLocation: 'left'
                      YColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  YColorMode: 'auto'
                        YDir: 'normal'
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                       YGrid: off
                      YLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        YLim: [0.0100 0.0700]
                    YLimMode: 'auto'
                YLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  YMinorGrid: off
                  YMinorTick: off
                      YScale: 'linear'
                       YTick: [0.0100 0.0200 0.0300 0.0400 0.0500 0.0600 0.0700]
                  YTickLabel: {7×1 cell}
              YTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          YTickLabelRotation: 0
                   YTickMode: 'auto'
                       ZAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
                      ZColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  ZColorMode: 'auto'
                        ZDir: 'normal'
                       ZGrid: off
                      ZLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        ZLim: [-1 1]
                    ZLimMode: 'auto'
                ZLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  ZMinorGrid: off
                  ZMinorTick: off
                      ZScale: 'linear'
                       ZTick: [-1 0 1]
                  ZTickLabel: ''
              ZTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          ZTickLabelRotation: 0
                   ZTickMode: 'auto'

%We could set this property with:
set(gca, 'Xlim', [1 365])

%However, axis limits and labels are special. They're so common that they
%have been converted to a function. So instead of above, we can just:
xlim([1 365])

%Set the axis labels with:
ylabel('NO_x (ppm)') % _ turns the following string element to subscript (^ for superscript)
xlabel('Julian Day')

The legend function calls the legend. To use presets all we have to do is specify the names of our variables. 
However, there's quite a lot of options for our legend. As always, check out help if you want some added 
functionality. 

help legend

  legend Create legend
  
  legend creates a legend with descriptive labels for each plotted data
  series. For the labels, the legend uses the text from the DisplayName
  properties of the data series. If the DisplayName property is empty, then
  the legend uses a label of the form 'dataN'. The legend automatically
  updates when you add or delete data series from the axes. This command
  creates a legend for the current axes or chart returned by gca. If the
  current axes is empty, then the legend is empty. If axes do not exist,
  then this command creates one.
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  legend(label1,...,labelN) sets the labels. Specify the labels as a
  list of character vectors, such as legend('Jan','Feb','Mar').
 
  legend(labels) sets the labels using a cell array of character vectors or
  a character matrix, such as legend({'Jan','Feb','Mar'}).
 
  legend(subset,__) only includes items in the legend for the data series
  listed in subset. Specify subset as a vector of graphics objects.
 
  legend(target,__) uses the axes, polar axes, or chart specified by target
  instead of the current axes or chart. Specify the target as the first
  input argument. 
 
  legend(__,'Location',lcn) sets the legend location. For example,
  'Location','northeast' positions the legend in the upper right corner of
  the axes. Specify the location after other input arguments.
 
  legend(__,'Orientation',ornt), where ornt is 'horizontal', displays the
  legend items side-by-side. The default for ornt is 'vertical', which
  stacks the items vertically. 
 
  legend(__,Name,Value) sets legend properties using one or more name-value
  pair arguments. When setting properties, include the labels in a cell
  array, such as legend({'A','B'},'FontSize',12). If you do not want to
  specify labels, then include an empty cell array, such as
  legend({},'FontSize',12). Reissuing the legend command retains
  modifications that you previously specified.
 
  legend(bkgd), where bkgd is 'boxoff', removes the legend background and
  outline. The default for bkgd is 'boxon', which displays the legend
  background and outline. 
 
  lgd = legend(__) returns the Legend object. Use lgd to query and set
  properties of the legend after it is created. For a list of properties,
  see Legend. 
 
  legend(vsbl) controls the visibility of the legend, where vsbl is 'hide',
  'show', or 'toggle'. 
 
  legend('off') deletes the legend.
 
   
      Examples:
          x = 0:.2:12;
          Y = [besselj(1,x); besselj(2,x); besselj(3,x)];
          plot(x,Y);
          legend('First','Second','Third','Location','NorthEastOutside')
   
          b = bar(rand(10,5),'stacked'); 
          hold on
          ln = plot(1:10,5*rand(10,1),'-o'); 
          hold off
          legend([b,ln],'Carrots','Peas','Peppers','Green Beans',...
                    'Cucumbers','Eggplant')

    Documentation for legend

legend('Daily NO_x', '11-day mean')
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There's a couple of final things I'd like to do. I'd like to add minor tick labels and increase the fontsize of all the 
text. We'll do this using or set() function. 

% Lets look for the property handles
get(gca)

                        ALim: [0 1]
                    ALimMode: 'auto'
                  AlphaScale: 'linear'
                    Alphamap: [1×64 double]
           AmbientLightColor: [1 1 1]
                BeingDeleted: off
                         Box: on
                    BoxStyle: 'back'
                  BusyAction: 'queue'
               ButtonDownFcn: ''
                        CLim: [0 1]
                    CLimMode: 'auto'
              CameraPosition: [183 0.0400 17.3205]
          CameraPositionMode: 'auto'
                CameraTarget: [183 0.0400 0]
            CameraTargetMode: 'auto'
              CameraUpVector: [0 1 0]
          CameraUpVectorMode: 'auto'
             CameraViewAngle: 6.6086
         CameraViewAngleMode: 'auto'
                    Children: [2×1 Line]
                    Clipping: on
               ClippingStyle: '3dbox'
                       Color: [1 1 1]
                  ColorOrder: [7×3 double]
             ColorOrderIndex: 3
                  ColorScale: 'linear'
                    Colormap: [256×3 double]
                 ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
                   CreateFcn: ''
                CurrentPoint: [2×3 double]
             DataAspectRatio: [6.0667e+03 1 33.3333]
         DataAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                   DeleteFcn: ''
                   FontAngle: 'normal'
                    FontName: 'Helvetica'
                    FontSize: 10
                FontSizeMode: 'auto'
               FontSmoothing: on
                   FontUnits: 'points'
                  FontWeight: 'normal'
                   GridAlpha: 0.1500
               GridAlphaMode: 'auto'
                   GridColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
               GridColorMode: 'auto'
               GridLineStyle: '-'
            HandleVisibility: 'on'
                     HitTest: on
               InnerPosition: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
                Interactions: [1×1 matlab.graphics.interaction.interface.DefaultAxesInteractionSet]
               Interruptible: on
     LabelFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
                       Layer: 'bottom'
                      Layout: [0×0 matlab.ui.layout.LayoutOptions]
                      Legend: [1×1 Legend]
              LineStyleOrder: '-'
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         LineStyleOrderIndex: 1
                   LineWidth: 0.5000
              MinorGridAlpha: 0.2500
          MinorGridAlphaMode: 'auto'
              MinorGridColor: [0.1000 0.1000 0.1000]
          MinorGridColorMode: 'auto'
          MinorGridLineStyle: ':'
                    NextPlot: 'add'
             NextSeriesIndex: 3
               OuterPosition: [0 0 1 1]
                      Parent: [1×1 Figure]
               PickableParts: 'visible'
          PlotBoxAspectRatio: [1 0.7892 0.7892]
      PlotBoxAspectRatioMode: 'auto'
                    Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
          PositionConstraint: 'outerposition'
                  Projection: 'orthographic'
                    Selected: off
          SelectionHighlight: on
                  SortMethod: 'childorder'
                    Subtitle: [1×1 Text]
          SubtitleFontWeight: 'normal'
                         Tag: ''
                     TickDir: 'in'
                 TickDirMode: 'auto'
        TickLabelInterpreter: 'tex'
                  TickLength: [0.0100 0.0250]
                  TightInset: [0.0795 0.0726 0 0.0149]
                       Title: [1×1 Text]
     TitleFontSizeMultiplier: 1.1000
             TitleFontWeight: 'bold'
    TitleHorizontalAlignment: 'center'
                     Toolbar: [1×1 AxesToolbar]
                        Type: 'axes'
                       Units: 'normalized'
                    UserData: []
                        View: [0 90]
                     Visible: on
                       XAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               XAxisLocation: 'bottom'
                      XColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  XColorMode: 'auto'
                        XDir: 'normal'
                       XGrid: off
                      XLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        XLim: [1 365]
                    XLimMode: 'manual'
                XLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  XMinorGrid: off
                  XMinorTick: off
                      XScale: 'linear'
                       XTick: [50 100 150 200 250 300 350]
                  XTickLabel: {7×1 cell}
              XTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          XTickLabelRotation: 0
                   XTickMode: 'auto'
                       YAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
               YAxisLocation: 'left'
                      YColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  YColorMode: 'auto'
                        YDir: 'normal'
                       YGrid: off
                      YLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        YLim: [0.0100 0.0700]
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                    YLimMode: 'auto'
                YLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  YMinorGrid: off
                  YMinorTick: off
                      YScale: 'linear'
                       YTick: [0.0100 0.0200 0.0300 0.0400 0.0500 0.0600 0.0700]
                  YTickLabel: {7×1 cell}
              YTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          YTickLabelRotation: 0
                   YTickMode: 'auto'
                       ZAxis: [1×1 NumericRuler]
                      ZColor: [0.1500 0.1500 0.1500]
                  ZColorMode: 'auto'
                        ZDir: 'normal'
                       ZGrid: off
                      ZLabel: [1×1 Text]
                        ZLim: [-1 1]
                    ZLimMode: 'auto'
                ZLimitMethod: 'tickaligned'
                  ZMinorGrid: off
                  ZMinorTick: off
                      ZScale: 'linear'
                       ZTick: [-1 0 1]
                  ZTickLabel: ''
              ZTickLabelMode: 'auto'
          ZTickLabelRotation: 0
                   ZTickMode: 'auto'

% If we knew the name but were curious about the value we could of course:
get(gca, 'FontSize')

ans = 10

% Ammend the properties
set(gca,...
    'XMinorTick', 'on',...
    'FontSize', 12)

Alternative methods
On a final note, there are a number of other ways to contstruct/ammend graphs. I've shown you this way as I 
find it comfortable. However, as ever, a lot of programming is personal preference, do feel free to explore other 
methods. I'll show you a very quick example that you'll likely come accross.

close
Lin = plot(RunningAverage)

Lin = 
  Line with properties:

              Color: [0 0.4470 0.7410]
          LineStyle: '-'
          LineWidth: 0.5000
             Marker: 'none'
         MarkerSize: 6
    MarkerFaceColor: 'none'
              XData: [1×365 double]
              YData: [1×365 double]
              ZData: [1×0 double]
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  Show all properties

We can access the handles assciated with line, using Lin, as opposed to gca, children. 

get(Lin)

    AlignVertexCenters: off
            Annotation: [1×1 matlab.graphics.eventdata.Annotation]
          BeingDeleted: off
            BusyAction: 'queue'
         ButtonDownFcn: ''
              Children: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
              Clipping: on
                 Color: [0 0.4470 0.7410]
             ColorMode: 'auto'
           ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
             CreateFcn: ''
       DataTipTemplate: [1×1 matlab.graphics.datatip.DataTipTemplate]
             DeleteFcn: ''
           DisplayName: ''
      HandleVisibility: 'on'
               HitTest: on
         Interruptible: on
              LineJoin: 'round'
             LineStyle: '-'
         LineStyleMode: 'auto'
             LineWidth: 0.5000
                Marker: 'none'
       MarkerEdgeColor: 'auto'
       MarkerFaceColor: 'none'
         MarkerIndices: [1×365 uint64]
            MarkerMode: 'auto'
            MarkerSize: 6
                Parent: [1×1 Axes]
         PickableParts: 'visible'
              Selected: off
    SelectionHighlight: on
           SeriesIndex: 1
                   Tag: ''
                  Type: 'line'
              UserData: []
               Visible: on
                 XData: [1×365 double]
             XDataMode: 'auto'
           XDataSource: ''
                 YData: [1×365 double]
           YDataSource: ''
                 ZData: [1×0 double]
           ZDataSource: ''

We can ammend these with set(), or by using the name, followed by a fullstop and the property.

set(Lin, 'Color', 'k')
Lin.LineWidth = 1.5;
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Subplotting
When exploring or presentning your data in Matlab there are likely going to be times when we want to create a 
panel plot. 

Panel plots are called using the subplot function. Panel plots a laid out in grids, you specify the number of rows 
and number of columns that you want. As you call subplot you specify the plot that you're targeting with the third 
number. 

subplot(Rows, Columns, Plot number)

SunHappy = load("data/SunshineandHappiness.csv");

subplot(2,2,[1 2]) %By concatenating numbers 1 and 2 the plot spans both slots on the grid
plot(SunHappy(:,1), SunHappy(:,3), 'Color', [0.8 0.7 0]) % Line for happiness over time
xlim([1920 2020])
ylabel("Happiness")
xlabel("Year")

subplot(2,2,3)
histogram(SunHappy(:,3), "FaceColor", "red") %Histogram of Happiness
ylabel("Frequency")
xlabel("Happiness")

subplot(2,2,4)
scatter(SunHappy(:,2), SunHappy(:,3), "filled", "CData", [0.2 0.8 0.4])
box on % The other plots have box on by default. 
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ylabel("Happiness Score")
xlabel("Average Sunshine Hours per Year")

Retrospectively indexing into subplots is a little more of a hassle, as gca will call the last axes plotted to. If 
you know in advance that you're going to need to make ammendments to your subplots then you can assign a 
handle to the subplot call. 

SunHappy = load("data/SunshineandHappiness.csv");

pl1 = subplot(2,2,[1 2]) %By concatenating numbers 1 and 2 the plot spans both slots on the grid

pl1 = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [1920 2020]
             YLim: [3 9]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.1300 0.5838 0.7750 0.3412]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

plot(SunHappy(:,1), SunHappy(:,3), 'Color', [0.8 0.7 0]) % Line for happiness over time
xlim([1920 2020])
ylabel("Happiness")
xlabel("Year")

pl2 = subplot(2,2,3)
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pl2 = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [2.7000 9.3000]
             YLim: [0 40]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.3347 0.3412]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

histogram(SunHappy(:,3), "FaceColor", "red") % Histogram of Happiness
ylabel("Frequency")
xlabel("Happiness")

pl3 = subplot(2,2,4)

pl3 = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [1166 1800]
             YLim: [3 9]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.5703 0.1100 0.3347 0.3412]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

scatter(SunHappy(:,2), SunHappy(:,3), "filled", "CData", [0.2 0.8 0.4])
box on % The other plots have box on by default. 
ylabel("Happiness Score")
xlabel("Average Sunshine Hours per Year")

%Change the position of the top plot
set(pl1, "Position", [0.0700 0.5838 0.8950 0.3412])

% Change the marker type and colour of the dots on the scatter
set(get(pl3,"children"),...
    "Marker", 'x', ...
    "MarkerEdgeColor", [0.8 0.2 0.5], ...
    "SizeData", 15)

Scattter Plot
When using the scatter function, you can scale the size of the markers, by supplying it as the third optional 
input which must be either a scalar or the same length as the input values.

>> scatter(x,y,scaledValue)

scatter([4 5 6 7],[9 11 13 15])
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scatter([4 5 6 7],[9 11 13 15],[25 50 75 100])

x = 0:1:20;
y = x.^2;

% TODO scatter plot of x y with sizes scaled using
scatter(x,y,10*(1+x)); %x must be greater than zero
plot(x,y,'rs') %using the plot command we can create a scatter plot the 'rs' symbol means use a red square

% TODO scatter plot of x,y with filled red squares 
scatter(x,y,'rs','filled')  % 'filled' enables filled symbols

You can set the desired values of plot object properties when you create your plot as an optional name-value 
pair to the plot function.

>> scatter(x,y,15,'kd','filled',...

'MarkerFaceAlpha',0.2)

This command creates a scatter plot with diamond, 'd', markers that are colored in black, 'k', that is 
semitransparent since the 'MarkerFaceAlpha' value is set between 0 (completely transparent) and 1 
(opaque).

%TODO set the transparency of the scatter plot with scaled markers and filled red squares
scatter(x,y,10*(1+x),'rs','filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.2)

Practice Session 1
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Exercises  : Importing Data and Plotting in MATLAB
In the exercise directory you will find a data file named field.dat .    

1  Read it into MATLAB and store columns 1 to 3 of the data as; temperature, pressure and density respectively

%Use Import Data from the home bar  or  Start -> Import Wizard .  This should read all the data into a variable called FIELD. Then;   temp = FIELD(:,1) ; 
%pres = FIELD(:,2) ;  dens = FIELD(:,3);

field=readtable('../data/field.dat');
[frows,fcols]=size(field)

frows = 16
fcols = 3

temp=field.Var1

temp = 16×1
    1.2000
    1.5000
    1.6000
    2.0000
    2.6000
    2.7000
    2.7500
    2.8000
    2.7600
    2.6000

pres=field.Var2

pres = 16×1
    5.0000
    4.0000
    3.6000
    3.3000
    2.4000
    2.0000
    1.6000
    1.3000
    1.5000
    1.8000

dens=field.Var3

dens = 16×1
    3.4000
    2.0000
    1.4000
    1.1000
    1.8000
    2.6000
    2.8000
    2.6000
    2.3000
    2.0000
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2  Using the PLOT command plot temperature variation

3  Using the PLOT command plot pressure variation

4  By making use of the HOLD command, plot both temperature and pressure in the same graph.

%plot() ;
%plot(pres) ;
%.....
plot(temp) ;
plot(pres) ;
hold on ; plot(temp , 'g' ) ;

5   Fit a 5th degree polynomial to the data, display the equation on the graph and save the fitting parameters 
into the workspace via the Tools > Basic Fitting menu of the Figure window

%for help use 
%e.g. use [p,S] = polyfit(x,y,n)
help polyfit

 polyfit Fit polynomial to data.
    P = polyfit(X,Y,N) finds the coefficients of a polynomial P(X) of
    degree N that fits the data Y best in a least-squares sense. P is a
    row vector of length N+1 containing the polynomial coefficients in
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    descending powers, P(1)*X^N + P(2)*X^(N-1) +...+ P(N)*X + P(N+1).
 
    [P,S] = polyfit(X,Y,N) returns the polynomial coefficients P and a
    structure S for use with POLYVAL to obtain error estimates for
    predictions.  S contains these fields:
 
          R  -  Triangular R factor (possibly permuted) from a QR
                decomposition of the Vandermonde matrix of X
         df  -  Degrees of freedom
      normr  -  Norm of the residuals
 
    If the data Y are random, an estimate of the covariance matrix of P is
    (Rinv*Rinv')*normr^2/df, where Rinv is the inverse of R.
 
    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(X,Y,N) finds the coefficients of a polynomial in
    XHAT = (X-MU(1))/MU(2) where MU(1) = MEAN(X) and MU(2) = STD(X). This
    centering and scaling transformation improves the numerical properties
    of both the polynomial and the fitting algorithm.
 
    Warning messages result if N is >= length(X), if X has repeated, or
    nearly repeated, points, or if X might need centering and scaling.
 
    Example: simple linear regression with polyfit
 
      % Fit a polynomial p of degree 1 to the (x,y) data:
        x = 1:50;
        y = -0.3*x + 2*randn(1,50);
        p = polyfit(x,y,1);
 
      % Evaluate the fitted polynomial p and plot:
        f = polyval(p,x);
        plot(x,y,'o',x,f,'-')
        legend('data','linear fit')
 
    Class support for inputs X,Y:
       float: double, single
 
    See also poly, polyval, roots, lscov.

    Documentation for polyfit
    Other functions named polyfit

%[p,S] = polyfit(........)
[p,S] = polyfit(1:frows,temp,5)

p = 1×6
   -0.0000    0.0023   -0.0428    0.2974   -0.4881    1.4678
S = struct with fields:
        R: [6×6 double]
       df: 10
    normr: 0.2809

6 Compute the max, min, mean and median values of the plot variables

7  Plot the mean value of y as a line on the current plot ( Hint: contract two end points of a line using values 
from the basic statistics and use them in a call to line command  but don’t forget to use the hold command first)

8  Using the edit-plot icon from the figure window toolbar edit this graph to change the colour of the mean-value 
line and the legend for it.

% eg. use
field=temp;
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y = [mean(field),median(field),max(field),min(field)]

y = 1×4
    2.0913    2.0000    2.8000    1.2000

9  Using the SUBPLOT command. Plot three separate plots of all three variables on the same screen. 
Experiment with editing other aspects of the plot.

%subplot(2,2,1); plot(.....)
%subplot(......); plot(.....)
%subplot(2,2,3); plot(......)
subplot(2,2,1); plot(temp)
subplot(2,2,2); plot(dens)
subplot(2,2,3); plot(pres)

Customizing Graphics Objects
Plots in matlab are collections of grahics objects it is possible to customise plots by editing these objects directly

Commands for Customizing Appearance
You can change the appearance of plots by specifying the properties in the functions like plot and scatter. 
MATLAB also provides several functions that can change a specific thing about a plot.

hold                Plot replacement behavior of axes

xlim/ylim/zlim      Limits of the appropriate axis
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grid                 Axes grid lines

axis                Axis limits, shape, and appearance

colormap            Map used to assign indexed colors in a figure

view                3-D              viewpoint of axes

The Graphics Object Hierarchy
Handle Graphics objects are the basic drawing elements used by MATLAB to display data and to create 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Each instance of an object is associated with a unique identifier called a 
handle. Using this handle, you can manipulate the characteristics (called object properties) of an existing 
graphics object. You can also specify values for properties when you create a graphics object.

These objects are organized into a tree-structured hierarchy.

The hierarchical nature of Handle Graphics is based on the interdependencies of the various graphics objects. 
For example, to draw a line object, MATLAB needs an axes object to orient and provide a frame of reference to 
the line. The axes, in turn, needs a figure window to display the line.

Accessing Graphics Objects
To modify the properties of a graphics object, the first step is to obtaining a variable (sometimes called a 
handle) that refers to the particular graphics object.

Info: You can obtain the graphics object variable by assigning output from the graphics functions. 

For example, the folllowing command creates a figure object f.

>> f = figure

Info: By assigning output from the plot command, you can obtain a line object variable.

>> p = plot(x,y)

x=-pi:2*pi/20:pi;
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y1=sin(x);
y2=cos(x);
h=figure

h = 
  Figure (2) with properties:

      Number: 2
        Name: ''
       Color: [0.9400 0.9400 0.9400]
    Position: [560 528 560 420]
       Units: 'pixels'

  Show all properties

hold on  %note the use of hold on allows us to verlay plots
plot(y1)
plot(y2)
hold off

plot(y1)
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The xlim function will change the limits of the x-axis. Enter the limits as a two-element vector.

>> xlim([1 10])

Change the x-axis limits to go from 0.5 to 8

plot(y1)
%TODO set the xlim

%TODO display the grid

 %add minor states
 %could use axis tight

xlim([1 10])
grid('on')
grid('minor') %add minor states
axis('square')%could use axis tight
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p=plot(x,y1);
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Info: How can you get the graphics object variables for a plot that is already created?

You can also obtain references to the current figure, axes, or selected object using the functions gcf, gca, and 
gco respectively (“get current figure/axes/object”).

>> fig = gcf;

%TODO use gca to show the axes properties
ax=gca

ax = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [-4 4]
             YLim: [-1 1]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

Images and 3D-Surface Plots
• Making Grids
• Interpolating Scattered data
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• Visualising Surfaces
• Colormaps and indexed colors
• Creating indexed color images

Making Grids
The first step toward visualizing surfaces is to define a grid for the x,y data points across the surface. The 
meshgrid function converts vectors of points into matrices that can represent a grid of points in the x-y plane.

meshgrid generates x and y grid coordinates of a rectangular mesh.

    x = 1:1:5;  
    y= 10:1:16;
    [X, Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

This will produce two 5 by 6 matrices X and Y which contain the x and y coords, respectively, of a 5 by 6 
rectangular grid. 

xi and yi can now be used as templates when interpolating randomly scattered data into a uniform grid for 
contour and surface plotting routines as shown in the following sections.

lonvec = 110:155;
latvec = -45:-10;
[longrid,latgrid] = meshgrid(lonvec,latvec);

Create an XY grid based on the input data:

• The grid should be evenly spaced by a value of 0.01.
• The x-coordinates of the grid should start at the minimum value of the x data and end at the maximum 

value of the x data.
• The y-coordinates of the grid should start at the minimum value of the y data and end at the maximum 

value of the y data.

Store the result in variables named X and Y.

%% Import a table of elevation data
data = readtable('data/natick.txt','Delimiter',' ');

%% Extract data
x = data.latitude;
y = data.longitude;
z = data.elevation;

%% TODO - Create an XY grid from the raw data
xv = min(x):0.01:max(x);
yv = min(y):0.01:max(y);
[X,Y] = meshgrid(xv,yv);

Interpolating Scattered Data
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Often, the raw data you collect is not perfectly spaced on a grid, but rather sporadically placed based on where 
you can take measurements. For instance, the Australian weather data is collected only at locations where 
weather stations exist.

Interpolating irregularly located data to a regular grid requires two steps:

1. Using the scattered data to create an interpolating function
2. Evaluating the interpolant at desired locations

You can perform both steps with a single command, using griddata.

xdata = randn(100,1);
ydata = randn(100,1);
zdata = xdata.^2 + ydata.^2;
x=0:3

x = 1×4
     0     1     2     3

y=-1:1

y = 1×3
    -1     0     1

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);

To interpolate recorded x- ,y- ,z-data over an XY grid, you can use griddata.

Z = griddata(x,y,z,X,Y) 

Use the griddata function to interpolate your data. The first three inputs represent the original data and the 
next two inputs contain the locations at which you would like to get the interpolated data.

>> zInterp = griddata(xOrig,yOrig,zOrig,xNew,yNew);

Create an array named Z which represents the interpolated values of the xdata, ydata, and zdatavectors 
when evaluated at points in the XY grid.

Z = griddata(xdata,ydata,zdata,X,Y);

Australian temperature data

see. http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/

clf
data=readtable('data/australia_march_temps.csv');
T=data.temperature;
lat=data.latitude;
lon=data.longitude;

The scatter plot shows the temperature data by color for values of lon and lat.

scatter(lon,lat,[],T,'filled')
colorbar
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lonnew = 120:10:150;
latnew = [ -25 -30 -28 -32 ]

latnew = 1×4
   -25   -30   -28   -32

hold on

Make a scatter plot of lonnew and latnew with red, 'r'outlined circle markers.

scatter(lonnew,latnew,[],'r')

Create an array named Tnew which represents the interpolated values of the lon, lat, and T vectors when 
evaluated at lonnew and latnew.

Make a scatter plot of lonnew and latnew with filled markers and the color is selected by the value of Tnew.

Tnew = griddata(lon,lat,T,lonnew,latnew)

Tnew = 1×4
   31.3230   23.2192   27.8544   19.6195

scatter(lonnew,latnew,[],Tnew,'filled')

Visualising Surfaces
We visualise an m-by-n matrix of values Z by representing each value of Z as the height of a surface above the 
x-y plane.
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Typically, we use meshgrid to help create the XY grids that are passed to surf. This can help to ensure that 
our XY grids increase monotonically along the rows and columns.

•Let us visualize the surface defined by the equation:

z = x^2– y^2  

within the range  defined by -15 < x < 15    and -15 < y <15 

clf;
x=-15:1:15;
y=-15:1:15;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);
Z=X.*X-Y.*Y;

and now surface plot the z matrix : 

s=surf(Z)

s = 
  Surface with properties:

       EdgeColor: [0 0 0]
       LineStyle: '-'
       FaceColor: 'flat'
    FaceLighting: 'flat'
       FaceAlpha: 1
           XData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31]
           YData: [31×1 double]
           ZData: [31×31 double]
           CData: [31×31 double]

  Show all properties

The color of the lines between the patches is determined by the EdgeColor property.

>> s.EdgeColor = 'interp'

Turn off the edges by setting the property to 'none'.

Other options are White 'w' or Flat 'flat'

The LineStyle may also be changed

%s.EdgeColor ='w';  %remove comment to observe the change
%s.LineStyle = ':';  %remove comment to observe the change

The color of the patches themselves is determined by the FaceColor property. By default, it is set to 'flat' 
which means that the whole face is a single color, determined by the CData value of the lower left vertex. By 
default, surfaces in MATLAB are colored according to the values of Z. This color information is stored in the 
CData property of the surface.

%s.FaceColor='interp' %remove comment to observe the change
%s.CData=2*ones(31,31); %remove comment to observe the change
%s.CData=X; %try Y and Z %remove comment to observe the change
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Properties that contain Alpha control the transparency of the color.

Try to set the FaceAlpha property to a value between 0and 1 to see how the transparency changes.

s.FaceAlpha=0.5;

The contour and courf commands 

Syntax: 

contour(Z)         contourf(Z)

contour(Z,n)      contourf(Z,n) 

contour(Z,v)      contourf(Z,v)

where Z is a matrix n is an integer and v is a vector.

If n is specified (n) number of contour lines are drawn. If v is specified each element of v indicates the position 
of the contour level.

contour and contourf are identical except that contourf draws filled contours. 

h=contour(Z)
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h = 2×586
 -200.0000   11.0000   12.0000   13.0000   14.0000   15.0000   16.0000   17.0000
   11.0000    1.0000    1.3103    1.5517    1.7241    1.8276    1.8621    1.8276

Labelling Contours
•Once a contour is drawn by using one of the contour, contourf or contour3 functions the resultant contour lines 
can be labelled by using the clabel function as shown below with an example;

% draw the contours but return the contour matrix C and the object handle h

[C,h]=contour(Z,10)

C = 2×696
 -184.0909    9.6224   10.0000   11.0000   12.0000   12.5844   13.0000   14.0000
   17.0000    1.0000    1.1693    1.5486    1.8589    2.0000    2.1077    2.2929
h = 
  Contour with properties:

    LineColor: 'flat'
    LineStyle: '-'
    LineWidth: 0.5000
         Fill: off
    LevelList: [-184.0909 -143.1818 -102.2727 -61.3636 -20.4545 20.4545 61.3636 102.2727 143.1818 184.0909]
        XData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31]
        YData: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31]
        ZData: [31×31 double]

  Show all properties
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clabel(C,h)

•A better method is to use clabel(C,h,’manual’)which allows the user to locate exact positions via the mouse. 
Once the labels are there they can also be edited via plot edit.

Colormaps and Indexed Colors
A Matlab figure will have a color-map ( i.e. palette ) associated with it that determines the range of colors 
available for surface, patch and image colouring.

The colors in a surface are determined by indexing into a color lookup table associated with the parent figure 
window, called a colormap.

•The default colormap is normally a 64-by-3 array of RGB values from blue to red.

•The colormapcommand can be used to define/refine this colour palette in following different ways; 

•      colormap(name) where name is any one of the following predefined palette names:   default, hsv, hot , 
pink , copper,gray,jet, summer , spring, winter ,bone …

•      mymap = colormap  save the current colormap matrix in mymap

•  or  mymap = get(gcf , ‘Colormap’  ) ; 
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•    colormap(mymap)   redefine the colormap by using mymap array.

•  While a figure is active its color map can be viewed and modified by using the command colormapeditor

caxis command
•Whilst colormap determines the  colour-palette to use , such as ‘rainbow’ , grey-scale’  etc.  caxis command 
determines how the data values gets  mapped onto this colour-scale.

•By default the minimum data value minmaps onto the first colour in the colour palette and the maximum data 
value max maps onto the last colour in the colourmap.

•Values between minand maxare mapped linearly to the corresponding intermediate colours in the colourmap. 

•The colour mapping can be redefined by calling caxis with new minimum and maximum values for the first and 
last colours. E.g.      

caxis ([ xmin   xmax] ) 

Summary
Each point on a surface has a color data value. These values are stored in the CDataproperty of the surface

The color data value is mapped to a range of values. The range is set by the axes using the CLimproperty of 
the axes

The location within the range maps to a single color on the colormap of the figure. The colormap is stored in the 
Colormapproperty of the figure.

clf;
x=-15:1:15;
y=-15:1:15;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);
Z=X.*X-Y.*Y;
s=surf(X,Y,Z)

s = 
  Surface with properties:

       EdgeColor: [0 0 0]
       LineStyle: '-'
       FaceColor: 'flat'
    FaceLighting: 'flat'
       FaceAlpha: 1
           XData: [31×31 double]
           YData: [31×31 double]
           ZData: [31×31 double]
           CData: [31×31 double]

  Show all properties

Info: The colorbar command adds a colorbar so that you can see a range of values.

>> colorbar

colorbar
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Info: The default colormap of a figure is called parula. You can modify this using the colormapfunction.

>> colormap(jet)

Other predefined colormaps are  hsv, hot, cool, spring, summer, autumn, winter, gray, 
bone, copper, pink

colormap('cool')

The CLim property of the axes object defines the values that will be associated with the first and last colors in 
the colormap. By default, the range is the interval from the minimum to the maximum value of ZData.

ax=gca

ax = 
  Axes with properties:

             XLim: [-15 15]
             YLim: [-20 20]
           XScale: 'linear'
           YScale: 'linear'
    GridLineStyle: '-'
         Position: [0.1151 0.1100 0.6864 0.8150]
            Units: 'normalized'

  Show all properties

%c = ax.CLim
%ax.CLim=1.5*c;
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%ax.CLim=[-50 200]; %change the c limits

You can see that the color saturates outside the given limits. Compare the values in CLim with the range of 
CData. 

Viewpoint
•Matlab allows us to re-define the viewing direction of the eye for 3D plots via the viewcommand.

•  Format:  view ( azimuth , elevation ) 

•This view direction is defined by two terms namely;  

•Azimuth  = Angle the eye makes with the  y axis ( in degrees)

•Elevation = angle the eye makes with the x/y plane ( in degrees).

Animation
Animations can be create by

–By varying the position properties of graphics objects.

–By creating movies ( useful for complex pictures)

pause(0.15);

set(h,'ZData',Z)     %reset the z data for the grahics window with grahics handle 
h

drawnow

Working with Categorical Data
A categorical array provides efficient storage and convenient manipulation of nonnumeric data, while also 
maintaining meaningful names for the values. A common use of categorical arrays is to specify groups of rows 
in a table.

Importing Data and Pre-Processing Data
Inspect a set of data

subplot(1,1,1)
plot(x)
clear gcf

edit data/hurricaneData1990s.txt
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Import data set and show scatter plot

hurrs=readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s.txt')
scatter(hurrs.Pressure,hurrs.Windspeed)

Import data set with header lines

hurrs2=readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s-v2.txt','HeaderLines',5)
scatter(hurrs2.Number,hurrs2.Windspeed)

import data and skip lines with particular format ignore comment lines specify format

can also specify particular delimeters

hurrs3=readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s-v3.txt','CommentStyle','##')
scatter(hurrs3.Number,hurrs3.Windspeed)
x = readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s-v2.txt',...
      'Delimiter',',\t',...
      'HeaderLines',5);
  hurrs3

%    sz=size(hurrs3);
%   a=hurrs3.Country;
%   for i=1:sz(1)
%       if isequal(a{i},'N/A' )
%           hurrs3.Location{i} = 'Sea';
%       else
%           hurrs3.Location{i} = 'Land';
%       end
%   end
%   
%  hurrs3.Location;
   hurrs3.Country;

Grouping and Splitting Data

Create a bar plot for average wind speeds, avgWS, and store the bar object in b.

This uses the 
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splitapply  - Y = splitapply(func,X,G) splits X into groups specified by G and applies the function func 
to each group. splitapply returns Yas an array that contains the concatenated outputs from func for the 
groups split out of X.

and

findgroups - G = findgroups(A) returns G, a vector of group numbers created from the grouping variable A. 
The output argument G contains integer values from 1 to N, indicating N distinct groups for the N unique values 
in A.

For patient information data with height and gender information we could Split Height into groups specified by 
G. Calculate the mean height by gender. The first row of the output argument is the mean height of the female 
patients, and the second row is the mean height of the male patients.

load patients

G = findgroups(Gender);

splitapply(@mean,Height,G)

Here is an application

%TODO  readtable of hurricane data at ..\data\hurricaneData1990s.txt
hurrs=readtable('../data/hurricaneData1990s.txt')
mnth = month(hurrs.Timestamp);

%TODO use findgroups and apply to mnth to get the gum1 storms in each month
% Group the values in mnth.
[gNum1,gName1] = findgroups(mnth);

%TODO use splitapply with the mean function to compute mean windspeed (avgWS) for each month
avgWS = splitapply(@mean,hurrs.Windspeed,gNum1);

% TODO - create a bar plot of average wind speeds
% and store the bar graphics object
b = bar(avgWS);

Query and Modify Graph properties
Use dot notation, object.Property, to reference the individual properties of a graphical object.

hurrs=readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s.txt');
mnth = month(hurrs.Timestamp);
% Group the values in mnth.
[gNum1,gName1] = findgroups(mnth);
% Find the average wind speed by month.
avgWS = splitapply(@mean,hurrs.Windspeed,gNum1);

p = plot(avgWS);

Use dot notation with the property name to return object property value.
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>> ax.PropertyName.

Can also use the dot notation to assign a value to an object property.

>> ax.PropertyName = newValue.

%TODO use gca to get axes properties
ax = gca;
ax.FontWeight
ax.FontWeight='bold'

%TODO return the current FontWeight then set FontWeight to 'bold'

You do not have to remember all the property names. That's what the documentation is for.

Use MATLAB documentation to find the property name that controls the location of the x-axis and set its value 
to 

Query the current location of the x and y-axis. HINT: Search for Controlling Axis Location

ax.XAxisLocation   

ans = 

'bottom'

ax.YAxisLocation

ans = 

'left'

You can use these properties to change the position of an axis.

Set the x-axis so it passes through the origin of the y-axis (y = 0).

ax.XAxisLocation = 'top';

the property that controls the location of x-axis tick marks. Set it's value to [1, 2, 3, 4,5,6].

Finally we, rotate the labels on the x-axis by 45° by setting the XTickLabelRotation property.

%TODO set XTick

%TODO set XTickLabel e.g. TD, TS, F1, F2... etc..

%TODO set XTickLabelRotation to 45
ax.XTick([1, 2, 3, 4,5,6]);
ax.XTickLabel = {'TD','TS','F1','F2','F3','F4','F5','F6','F7','F8','F9'}
ax.XTickLabelRotation=45

Querying and Modifying Properties
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use the graphic object variables to customize an existing plot without recreating it.

Use the line object p to change the line Color to RGB color values [0.9 0.2 0.04].

% hurrs=readtable('..\data\hurricaneData1990s.txt');
% mnth = month(hurrs.Timestamp);
% % Group the values in mnth.
% [gNum1,gName1] = findgroups(mnth);
% % Find the average wind speed by month.
% avgWS = splitapply(@mean,hurrs.Windspeed,gNum1);
avgWS=50*rand(1,12)
%fig = figure;
ax = axes;
p = plot(avgWS,'-d');
p.Color = [0.9 0.2 0.04];
p.MarkerFaceColor = [0.1 0.2 0.8];

You can even modify the data values of an existing plot. Currently, the data values on on the x-axis go from 1 to 
12.

p.XData = linspace(0,1,12);

t = 0:0.1:2*pi;
y1 = sin(t);
y2=sin(4*t);

fig = figure;
ax1 = axes;
l1 = plot(t,y1);
axis tight;
ax2 = axes('Position',[.6 .6 .25 .25]);
l2 = plot(ax2,t,y2);

a figure containing 2 axes and 2 line plots is created. All the graphics objects are saved in variables at the time 
of creation.

Create a variable, x that contains the x-limit values for the large set of axes.

Set the smaller set of axes to have the same x-limits as the larger set.

Change the y-limits of the smaller set of axes to be the same as the larger set.

x = ax1.XLim
ax2.XLim = x;
ax2.YLim = ax1.YLim;

clf;
hurrs=readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s.txt');
mnth = month(hurrs.Timestamp);
% % Group the values in mnth.
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[gNum1,gName1] = findgroups(mnth);
%mNames = monthNum2Name(gName1);
% % Find the average wind speed by month.
avgWS = splitapply(@mean,hurrs.Windspeed,gNum1);

% TODO - create a bar plot of average wind speeds
% and store the bar graphics object
figure
b = bar(avgWS);

Change the transparency of the bars by setting the FaceAlpha property of b to 0.4.

Also, change the BarWidth to 0.6.

Set mNames as x-axis tick labels.

b.FaceAlpha = 0.4;
b.BarWidth = 0.6;

% Get axes object and then set XTickLabel property
ax = gca;
%ax.XTickLabel = mNames;

cars=readtable('data/vehicles.csv');

clf;
xModel=(1:66)/100;

x=66*rand(1,13)/100;
y=1./x;
yModel=(1./xModel);
fig = figure;
plot(xModel,yModel,'LineWidth',2);
hold on
scatter(x,y,50*y,'filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.6,'MarkerEdgeColor','b');

Our goal is to find the scatter and line plot objects by using the graphics hierarchy.

Recall that one way to get the current axes object is to use the function gca. Another way of getting the axes 
graphics object is to use the graphics hierarchy. 

Since axes is a child of the figure, you can use the Children property of the figure object fig to get the axes 
object.

Recall that one way to get the current axes object is to use the function gca. Another way of getting the axes 
graphics object is to use the graphics hierarchy. 
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Since axes is a child of the figure, you can use the Children property of the figure object fig to get the axes 
object.

Get the axes graphics object using the Children property and store it in ax.

%TODO Get Children objects of figure asing to ax
ax = fig.Children

The scatter and line plots are the children of the axes.

Get the Children of the axes object and store the result in p.

%TODO Get children objects of ax asign to p
p = ax.Children

You can examine the variable p by double clicking the variable name in the workspace.

Notice that the variable p is an array containing two graphics objects. That is because the axes has two 
children, the scatter plot and the line plot. Extract the first element of this array and assign it to sp.

%TODO extract first element of property array
sp=p(1)

Every graphics object has a (read-only) Typeproperty.

Find the type of the object sp and store it in spType.

%TODO Use Type method to get type of scatter plot property
spType = sp.Type

Objects that are Axes Properties
clf;
xModel=(1:66)/100;

x=66*rand(1,13)/100;
y=1./x;
yModel=(1./xModel);
fig = figure;
lp=plot(xModel,yModel,'LineWidth',2);
hold on
scatter(x,y,50*y,'filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.6,'MarkerEdgeColor',lp.Color);

xlabel('Time (seconds)')
ylabel('Size (mm)')
title('Results of a Very Scientific Experiment')

ax = gca;

Try to change the FontName property of ax to 'Georgia'.

%TODO change Fontname to Georgia
ax.FontName = 'Georgia'
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What if you only wanted to change the text on the x-axis label?

Some properties of axes objects are themselves graphics objects. These are considered part of the axes, 
rather than children of the axes.

Try to save the XLabel property of ax to a variable named xLab.

%TODO xLab

%TODO set xLab FontName to Garamond
xLab = ax.XLabel

xLab.FontName='Garamond'

ax.YLabel.FontSize = 13
xAx = ax.XAxis

Changing TickDirection on the x-axis to out and the FontName to Courier

%TODO change the properties!
xAx.TickDirection = 'out'
xAx.FontName = 'Courier'

cellfun and cell2mat
Very often we need to apply tests and operations on data arrays. Because of the structure of cell arrays such 
operations are not always straigtforward.

A number of possibilities is indicated below

• Use the cellfun to apply a function to every element of the cell array
• Use the categorical function e.g. for a set of data calle cars     cars.make = categorical( cars.make );
• Use the cell2mat function to convert a cell array to a matrix

mnth = month(hurrs.Timestamp);

% Group the values in mnth.

[gNum1,gName1] = findgroups(mnth);

% Find the average wind speed by month.

avgWS = splitapply(@mean,hurrs.Windspeed,gNum1);

Apply function to each cell in cell arra

  %reports error in live script but gives correct output
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  %in matlab workbench
      eqna = @(x)isequal(x,'N/A');
      setloc = @(x) char((x) .* 'Sea ' + ~(x) .* 'Land'); %setloc takes as input true or false
      hurrs3.Location=cellfun(eqna,hurrs3.Country); %the output hurrs2.Location is an array so use array function next
      hurrs3.Location=arrayfun(setloc,hurrs3.Location,'UniformOutput',false);

Categorical Data

  % convert country and location to categories
  hurrs3.Country=categorical(hurrs3.Country);
  % hurrs3.Location=categorical(hurrs3.Location);
   

C = hurrs3.Country;
whos C

% convert C to a categorical array

C = categorical(C);

whos C

%hurrs3.Country
  
 

rename categories

add a new variable named Location to the table data. This variable is meant to indicate whether the 
hurricane was observed on land or on the sea.

One way to do this is to find all the valid country names (values excluding 'N/A') and then merge them to create 
a new category named 'Land' using the function mergecats. Assign the result to a new variable Locationin 
the table data.

Then, use the function renamecats to rename the category 'N/A' to 'Sea'

.

% % % hurrs3=readtable('..\data\hurricaneData1990s-v3.txt','CommentStyle','##')
% 
% 
% % Find the distinct categories
% cats = categories(hurrs3.Country);
% 
% % Remove 'N/A' from cats
% countryNames = setdiff(cats,'N/A');
% 
% % Merge all countries
% hurrs3.Location = mergecats(hurrs3.Country,countryNames,'Land')
% 
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% % Rename N/A to Sea
% hurrs3.Location = renamecats(hurrs3.Location,'N/A','Sea') 

create a scatter plot with wind speed values along the x-axis and pressure values along the y-axis. Also, 
the observations on land should be plotted using red markers and the observations on sea should have blue 
markers. The plot should look something like this:

You can follow these steps to create the plot.

1. Find the wind speed and pressure values observed on land using the result of data.Location == 
'Land'as an index. Similarly, find values observed on the sea.

2. Use the scatter(x,y,'b','filled') command to create a scatter plot with filled blue markers. Replace 
xand y with windspeed and pressure values observed on the sea.

3. Use the command hold on so that the next plot is added on top of the existing plot.

4. Finally, create another scatter plot with values on land. Make this plot red ('r'). Enter hold off at the end.

% Read data
data = readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s-v2.txt','HeaderLines',5);
data.Country = categorical(data.Country);

% TODO - Add a new variable named 'Location' to the table 'data'
% It should be categorical  and have a value 'Land' if the row has a valid
% country listed and 'N/A' otherwise.

% Find the distinct categories
cats = categories(data.Country);

% Remove 'N/A' from cats
countryNames = setdiff(cats,'N/A');

% Merge all countries
data.Location = mergecats(data.Country,countryNames,'Land');

% Rename N/A to Sea
data.Location = renamecats(data.Location,'N/A','Sea')

% Find index of on-land and on-sea observation index
onland = data.Location == 'Land';
onsea = data.Location == 'Sea';

% Create scatter plots
scatter(data.Windspeed(onsea),data.Pressure(onsea),'b','filled');
hold on
scatter(data.Windspeed(onland),data.Pressure(onland),'r','filled');
hold off

% Optional - annotate the plot
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xlabel('Wind Speed')
ylabel('Pressure')
legend('Sea','Land')

using categorical values

Info: If your categories have an inherent ordering – for example, “low”, “medium”, and “high” – you can specify 
this with an optional property 'Ordinal':

v = [ 10 5 0 0 ];
levels = { 'beg' 'mid' 'last' };
categorical(v,[0 5 10],levels)

x = [2 4 1 1 2 2 1 2 4];
xlevels = {'tiny','small','big','huge'};
y = categorical(x,1:4,xlevels)

%ordinal values

v = [ 10 5 0 0 ];
levels = { 'beg' 'mid' 'last' };
c = categorical(v,...
    [0 5 10],levels,...
    'Ordinal',true)
 c > 'mid'
 
 y = categorical(x,1:4,xlevels,'Ordinal',true)
 
 %Info: Categorical arrays allow the use of == for comparison.
y == 'tiny';

%Create a variable named iSmall which contains values of true 
% corresponding to the values in y that equal 'small'.

iSmall = y == 'small'

% Create a variable named idx which contains values 
% of true corresponding to the values in y that are larger than tiny.
idx = y > 'tiny'

Working with missing data

x = [0.32 0.95 NaN 0.87 0.71 0.42]

xAvg = mean(x)

% Info: In order to find the average value of a vector and omit NaN from the calculation,
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% you can use the 'omitnan' flag as an additional input to the mean function.

xAvg = mean(x,'omitnan')
xMed = median(x,'omitnan')

% Info: There are some statistical functions, such as max and min, 
% that are designed to ignore NaNs in calculations by default.
xMin = min(x)
y=x
test = isequal(x,y)

% Info: The isequal function tests for strict equality, which means that NaNs
% will cause it to fail. However, if you wish to test an array for numeric equality,
%     as well as determining if the NaNs align, you can use isequaln.
test = isequaln(x,y)

The default behavior for many statistical functions is that NaN will be returned if the array includes NaN:

• cov
• mean
• median
• std
• var

However, the default behavior of max and min is to use 'omitnan'.

zero values update

wsI=isnan(hurrs3.Windspeed);   
hurrs3.Windspeed(find(wsI))=0;

% sz=size(hurrs3);
%   a=hurrs3.Country;
%   for i=1:sz(1)
%       if isequal(a{i},'N/A' )
%           hurrs3.Location{i} = 'Sea';
%       else
%           hurrs3.Location{i} = 'Land';
%       end
%   end

Practice Session 2
Exercise 3
Create a filled scatter plot that plots the data.Windspeedvalues at sea, i.e., values not on land (~onland), 
along the x-axis and the corresponding data.Pressure values along the y-axis. Use circular markers with 
blue color. Make sure the marker faces are semitransparent and have blue color.
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% create a new variable named data.HurrCat that contains the 
% hurricane category of the observation based on data.Windspeed.
data = readtable('data/hurricaneData1990s-v2.txt','HeaderLines',5);

%if any windspeeds are NaN set to zero
idwindnan = find(isnan(data.Windspeed));
data.Windspeed(idwindnan)=0;

sz=size(data);
a=data.Country;
for i=1:sz(1)
  if isequal(a{i},'N/A' )
      data.Location{i} = 'Sea';
      onland(i)=0;
  else
      data.Location{i} = 'Land';
      onland(i)=1;
  end
end

data.Location;

figure
hold on
%TODO Create a filled scatter plot that plots the data.Windspeedvalues at sea, i.e., values not on land (~onland), 
% along the x-axis and the corresponding data.Pressure values along the y-axis. Use circular markers with blue color. 
scatter(data.Windspeed(~onland),data.Pressure(~onland),'b','filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.5)
scatter(data.Windspeed(onland==1),data.Pressure(onland==1),'r','filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.5)
hold off
%TODO plot the values for onland==1 with red filled markers
%scatter(data.Windspeed(.....),data.Pressure(.....),'....','......','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.5)
hold off

Change the x-axis limits to go from 15 to 60 and add minor grid lines to the scatter plot.

%TODO change limit and grid
xlim([15 60])
grid('minor') %add minor states

Plotting bargraphs and binning data and using discretization

% Find index of on-land and on-sea observation index
SSscale = [0 39 74 96 111 130 157 Inf];
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catnames = {'TD','TS','1','2','3','4','5'};
data.HurrCat = discretize(data.Windspeed,SSscale,'Categorical',catnames)
windBinNo = discretize(data.Windspeed,SSscale);

sz=size(SSscale)
szw=size(windBinNo)
numwindbin=zeros(sz(2)-1,1);
for i=1:szw(1)
    windbin=windBinNo(i);
    numwindbin(windbin)=numwindbin(windbin)+1;
end

%%TODO plot the barchart of the number in each bin

bar(numwindbin);
title('Distribution of Hurricane Storm Force in the 1990s');
xlabel('Storm Force');
ylabel('Number of Hurricanes');
set(gca,'XTickLabel',catnames);

Discretizing Continuous Data
discretize the values in price into 4 bins.

As a first step, create a row vector, levels, that contains the edge values of the desired bins. The lowest edge 
value should be 0, the highest should be 40 and difference between the adjacent edge values should be 10

price = [34.17,26.71,7.92,27.17,36.30,24.88,30.34,27.26,16.96];
levels = 0:10:40

% Info: You can use the discretize function to categorize
% values into discrete bins using the values of the bin edges.
% Bin the values in the price vector using levels as the 
% bin edges. Store the resulting bin numbers in pBinNo.
pBinNo = discretize(price,levels)

% Discretize x using the bin edges binedges 
% and store the resulting bin numbers in y.
binedges = [0 0.2 0.6 0.9];
x = [ 0.90 0.32 0.95 NaN 0.87 0.71 0.42 0.60];
y = discretize(x,binedges)

% Info: Any NaNs or values outside the range of the bins
% are unclassified.
% 
% If you want to include bins for values outside of the edges, 
% add -Inf or Inf to the vector of bin edges.
% Update binedges so that there is one more category that extends 
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% the range to infinity.

binedges = [0 0.2 0.6 0.9 Inf]

% create a variable named y which contains the bin number
% for each value in x.
y = discretize(x,binedges)

% Info: By default, the bins are returned as numeric values.
% To discretize data into categories, use the Categorical option.
binedges = [0 0.2 0.6 0.9 Inf];
x = [ 0.90 0.32 0.95 NaN 0.87 0.71 0.42 0.60];
cnm = {'red','green','blue','black'};

y = discretize(x,binedges,'Categorical',cnm)

% Info: Because the categories are based on a numeric scale, 
% the resulting categorical array is ordinal. Thus, one category 
% can be greater than another.
% Now create a variable named leGreen that contains the number of 
% values in y that are less than or equal to 'green'.
leGreen = nnz(y <= 'green')

Discretizing the hurricane data
Info: The Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale bin edges are stored in SSscale. Each bin corresponds to a 
hurricane category identified by the catnamesvariable.

% create a new variable named data.HurrCat that contains the 
% hurricane category of the observation based on data.Windspeed.
SSscale = [0 39 74 96 111 130 157 Inf];
catnames = {'TD','TS','1','2','3','4','5'};
data.HurrCat = discretize(data.Windspeed,SSscale,'Categorical',catnames)

Creating Indexed-Color Images
You can visualize matrix values in two dimensions using a colored image that shows each matrix element as a 
pixel, colored according to the value of the matrix element.

Matlab and Images
•Graphics features of Matlab we have seen so far were related to creating of images by mostly vector graphics 
techniques. We are now going to study the manipulating and displaying of previously captured images.

•Whatever the format, fundamentally images are represented as two or three dimensional arrays with each 
element representing the colour or intensity of a particular pixel of the picture. 

•It would be perfectly valid to represent such image data as ordinary ( double precision) Matlab Matrices but the 
memory required to store a say 1000 by 1000 image will 8 Mbytes which is too extravagant. 
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•As most image pixel data will be accurately representable by 8bits, a Matlab data type named uint8 ( unsigned 
integer) is normally used for image data handling. This reduces the memory requirement to 1/8th!

Matlab Image Types
•A Matlab image consists of a data-matrix and possibly a colourmap matrix. The following three different image 
types are used;

–Intensity Images

–Indexed Images

–RGB (TrueColour) Images 

Intensity Images
•An intensity image is stored as a 2-Dimensional Matrix. Each element of this matrix maps onto a color row, 
stored in the colormap matrix. 

•A colormap matrix of (N) colours is defined as an N rows by 3 columns matrix, each row representing a 
different color defined by its Red , Green and Blue components.

•The values in the intensity image matrix is scaled such that the maximum value maps onto the highest color 
(i.e. N)  and the minimum value maps onto the lowest color (i.e. 1). Hence every element of the intensity image 
matrix can be mapped onto a color in the colormap matrix.

•Although this colourmap index is used during display it is not stored as part of the image as it can always be 
deduced from the data. 

•Intensity images are normally used for gray-scale type images where only the intensity is important, such as 
x-ray images.

Indexed Images
•These are stored as a two dimensional array of image data plus a colormap matrix.

•The colormap matrix is a m-rows by 3 columns matrix with each of the rows representing a colour defined 
by the three R,G,B components (ranging 0.0 to 1.0) of that colour. The image data contains indexes to this 
colormap matrix.

•The colormap is usually stored with the image and saved/loaded by the imwrite/imread functions.

Handling Graphics Images
•Reading/Writing Graphics Images

–imread , imwrite

–load , save( if only the image was saved as a MAT file)

•Displaying Graphics Images

–image
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–imagesc

–Note: For square pixels, use:  axis image

•Utilities

–imfinfoind2rgb

Info: The pcolor function has the same syntax as surf. In fact, it actually creates a flat surface with ZData all 
set to 0 and CData set to Z.

>> pcolor(X,Y,Z)

clf
x = -1:0.1:1;
y = -1:0.1:1;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
Z = X.^2 + Y.^2;
s = pcolor(X,Y,Z);
s.EdgeAlpha = 0.2;
colormap('parula');
s.FaceColor='interp';

The imagesc function displays each element of a matrix as as a single color based on the element value. The 
result is an image object. If you just give a single matrix as input, the result will be an indexed image.

>> imagesc(Z)

clf
x = -1:0.1:1;
y = -1:0.1:1;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
Z = X.^2 - Y.^2;
im = imagesc(Z);

By default, the x- and y-axis range of an image spans the number of rows and columns of the matrix, 
respectively. If you give x and y data as input, it must be in the form of a vector, not a matrix. It can even 
be a two-element vector of range values.

>> imagesc([0 1],[-2 2],Z)

im2 = imagesc([-1 1],[-1 1],Z)

x = linspace(-1,1,31);
y = linspace(-1,1,31);
L = membrane;
L(L==0) = nan(nnz(L==0),1);
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axs = subplot(1,2,1);
s = pcolor(x,y,L);
axim = subplot(1,2,2);
im = imagesc([-1 1],[-1 1],L);

Info: Notice the differences between the two images.

Empty, or NaN, values are blank in the surface, whereas they are mapped to the minimum value in the image. 
Also, the alignment of the patch is different. And, the ordering of y coordinates is different.

The direction of the y-axis can be changed using the axis command:

>> axis xy

>> axis ij

uncomment the following to see the corret axis definition and to set the edge color.

%axis xy
%s.EdgeColor = 'none';

RGB Images
•Sometimes known as Truecolor images the data is stored as an n-m-3 image. I.e. m by n with 3 planes. These 
3 planes represent the R,G and B components of the pixel respectively. There are normally 8 bits allocated 
to the representation of each colour. Therefore 24 bits represent all 3 colours. Thus making it  2^24=16Million 
possible colours. 

•There is no colormap array for RGB images as all the colour information is contained in the data matrix.

Supplementary Problems
Basic graphics
TASK 1 - edit trend.txt in the data folder  ( by double clicking on it in matlab folder to view ) to see what it 
contains.

It is possible to read well constracted data files such as trend.txt  into matlab by using the load command.

type:  DOC LOAD   and investigate help on using the LOAD command.

Read in this trend.txt into MATLAB using the load command.

%Y=......('..\data\trend.txt')

TASK 2

Save each column as a seperate variable by using vector assignments calling them y1  and y2 
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Plot Y1  using the PLOT command.

  
  %plot (...) ;
  %y1=....;
  %y2=.....;
 plot (Y) ;
  y1=Y(:,1);
  y2=Y(:,2);

Constract a vector called x  that is the same length and shape as y1 

and contains numbers from 1 to 100 ( or scaled by 100 so that it runs from 0.01 to 1.00

HINT you can either use notation the : notation. I.e start:interval:stop or  LINSPACE function .

Plot y1 against x 

HINT: type help plot  to find out about the use of plot command. 

  x=1:100;
  %plot(......);
   plot(x,y1);

TASK 3: Plotting multiple curves in one graph. 

Open another graphics window. HINT: use FIGURE command.

Plot y1 against x and y2 against x on the same plot using a single PLOT  command. 

%figure;
%plot(.......);
figure;
plot(x,y1,x,y2);

TASK 4: Overlaying Plots

Plot y1 against x and y2 against x on the same plot   but this time use two PLOT commands.

HINT: use hold command.

%figure
%plot(.....);
%hold .....
%plot(.....);
%hold ......
figure
plot(x,y1);
hold on
plot(x,y2);
hold off;
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TASK 5 :  Using subplots 

Split your graphics window into two sections and plot y1 in one section and scattered values of y1 in another 
section.

HINT: Use SUBPLOT and SCATTER commands. 

%place plots in a single column with 2 rows
% subplot(%)
% plot(%)
% subplot(2,1,....)
% scatter(......)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(x,y1)
subplot(2,1,2)
scatter(x,y1)

TASK 6 : Properties of Graphical objects

Draw a scatter plot of y1 

Fill the data markers with red colour.

HINT: Save the handle of the scatter plot while creating it.

Redefine the MarkerFaceCOlor property of the plot to be red ( i.e. 'r' ) 

HINT : assign a value to  object.PropertyName

subplot(1,1,1);
%s1=scatter(x,y1,[],'.....','filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.2)

s1=scatter(x,y1,[],'rs','filled','MarkerFaceAlpha',0.2)

TASK 6 : Decorating a graph

Use the commands  title,xlabel,ylabel  to label the graph.

% title(...)
% xlabel(.....)
% ylabel(....)

title('trends')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('trend value')

Inspect the values for axes properties

ax=get(gca ) 
% Use the set command to change the range of the y axis limits by filling
% in the missing two parameters of the following set command;
% set ( gca , '......' , '.......' ) 
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Exercise to Load data and 

The file 'fuelEconomy.txt' contains fuel economy data for different models of cars (you can use the command 
edit fuelEconomy.txt to examine its contents). 

The goal of this exercise is to divide the combined miles per gallon data into three classes and create a scatter 
plot of city and highway miles per gallon like the one shown below.

Follow the steps listed below:

Step 1 – Import the data into a table.

Step 2 – The variable CombinedMPG contains missing values represented by NaN. Remove the rows 
corresponding to these missing values from the imported table.
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Step 3 – Discretize the CombinedMPG variable into three classes called 'Low', 'Medium', and 'High' using the 
bin edges 0, 20, 30, and 70 (values greater than or equal to 0 and less than 20 are classified as 'Low' and so 
on). Store the discretized result in a variable named MPGClass.

Step 4 – Create a scatter plot with CityMPG on the x-axis and HighwayMPG on the y-axis. Observations with 
'Low' combined MPG should be colored red ('r'), 'Medium' should be blue ('b'), and 'High' should be 'black' 
('k').

%TODO step 1
% Read data ../data/fuelEconomy.txt
% data=readtable()
%TODO step 2
% Identify the rows containing NaN values and remove them
nanIdx = ismissing(data.CombinedMPG);
%data(nanIdx,:) = ..........;

%step 3 hint use the discretize function
% Discretize Combined MPG
MPGClass = discretize(data.CombinedMPG,[0 20 30 70],{'Low' 'Medium' 'High'});

% Optional - Convert the class into a categorical array
MPGClass = categorical(MPGClass);

%TODO step 4
% Extract observations for various classes and plot them
scatter(data.CityMPG(MPGClass == 'Low'),data.HighwayMPG(MPGClass == 'Low'),...
'r','filled')
hold on

%plot the data for the Medium fuel classs as blue filled spots
%scatter(data.CityMPG(......),data.HighwayMPG(......),...
scatter(data.CityMPG(MPGClass == 'Medium'),data.HighwayMPG(MPGClass == 'Low'),...
'b','filled')

hold on
scatter(data.CityMPG(MPGClass == 'High'),data.HighwayMPG(MPGClass == 'High'),...
'k','filled')
hold off

grid on
xlabel('City MPG')
ylabel('Highway MPG')
legend('Low Combined MPG','Medium Combined MPG','High Combined MPG');

Exercise 4: Interpolating Scattered Data
Modify the script for the Australian surface temperature data so that it interpolates the raw data given by lon, 
lat and T and evaluates the data at the points in the XY grid where the x-data goes from 110 to 155 and the 
y-data goes from -45 to -10, both in unit steps. The interpolated values should be stored in an array named 
Tgrid.

%% Import data
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clf
data=readtable('data/australia_march_temps.csv');

%% Extract data
lon = (data.longitude)';
lat = (data.latitude)';
T = (data.temperature)';

scatter(lon,lat,[],T,'filled')
colorbar
hold on

%TODO
% Create vectors for new longitude and latitude values
lonvec = linspace(110,155,36);
latvec = linspace(-45,-10,36);

%TODO interpolate temperature data T using griddata function
Tnew = griddata(lon,lat,T,lonvec,latvec);
% Create a grid of longitudes and latitudes
[longrid,latgrid] = meshgrid(lonvec,latvec);

% Interpolate the scattered March temperature data onto the grid
%Tgrid = griddata(lonvec,latvec,T,longrid,latgrid);

id=(isnan(Tnew));
idn=find(id);
Tnew(idn)=0;

scatter(lonvec,latvec,[],Tnew,'filled')

Exercise: Visualising Surfaces
Use meshgrid to create a grid of x-, y-data using the x- and y-arrays. Store the grid arrays as X and Y.

%TODO use meshgrid
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);

Create an array named Z which contains the calculation below for each x-y point in the XY grid.

sin(x) + cos(y)

%TODO define Z here
Z=sin(X)+cos(Y);

Info: You can use the surf function to create a surface plot.

>> [X,Y] = meshgrid(0:0.1:1,-2:0.2:2);

>> Z = X*Y

>> surf(X,Y,Z)

Create a surface plot of the Z data over the entire XY grid.
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%TODO
surf(X,Y,Z)

Study how the following surface changes

X = [ 0  0  0.25
      1  1  0.75 ];
Y = [ 20  21  21
      20  21  21 ];
Z = [ 105  105  105.5
      105  105  105.5 ];

surf(X,Y,Z)

Now try the following surface, observe how this changes and how the surface points are linked

X = [ 0  0  0.25  0
      1  1  0.75  1 ];
Y = [ 20  21  21  21
      20  21  21  21 ];
Z = [ 105  105  105.5  106
      105  105  105.5  106 ];
surf(X,Y,Z)

In the surface below swap 0.25 and 0.75 for the X coordinate and observe hpw the plat changes

X = [ 0     1 
      0.25  0.75 ];
Y = [ 0 0
      1 1 ];
Z = [ 1 1
      1 1 ];

surf(X,Y,Z)

Create a surface plot of the data in the file data/natick.txt. Make the lines between the patches invisible, and 
interpolate the face colors of the patches.

%% Import data
fid = fopen('data/natick.txt');
data = textscan(fid,'%f%f%f','HeaderLines',1);
fclose(fid);

%% Extract data
x = data{1};
y = data{2};
z = data{3};

%% Create an XY grid from the raw data
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xv = min(x):0.01:max(x);
yv = min(y):0.01:max(y);
[X,Y] = meshgrid(xv,yv);

%% Interpolate the raw data and evaluate it on the X,Y grid
Z = griddata(x,y,z,X,Y);

%%TODO modify the properties for the surface hint EdgeColor and FaceColor
%% Create a surface plot of the data
s = surf(X,Y,Z);
s.EdgeColor = 'none';
s.FaceColor = 'interp';

In the casestudies/membrane folder study the script membrane. Modify the surf plot so that the face have 
transparency, interpolation is used to shade the faces

and so that there are no  lines between them. Run the script from the matlab workbench.

The surface plot created by the script displays elevation data.

Modify the script so that:

• The autumn colormap is used
• A colorbar is added to the figure
• The colormap values are in the range 3000 to 4000

%% Import data
fid = fopen('data/natick.txt');
data = textscan(fid,'%f%f%f','HeaderLines',1);
fclose(fid);

%% Extract data
x = data{1};
y = data{2};
z = data{3};

%% Create an XY grid from the raw data
xv = min(x):0.01:max(x);
yv = min(y):0.01:max(y);
[X,Y] = meshgrid(xv,yv);

%% Interpolate the raw data and evaluate it on the X,Y grid
Z = griddata(x,y,z,X,Y);

%%TODO
%% Create a surface plot of the data
s = surf(X,Y,Z);
s.EdgeColor = 'none';
s.FaceColor = 'interp';

colormap('autumn');
colorbar;
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ax=gca;
ax.CLim=[3000 4000]; %change the c limits

Modify the script for the Australian temperatures data so that it creates a pseudocolor image of Tgrid as a 
function of longitude and latitude.

Customize the appearance of the surface so that the lines between the patches have some transparency.

Create another figure that contains the scaled image of the same data. Make sure that the y coordinates are 
numbered from bottom-to-top. Also, make sure that the correct x- and y-data is plotted.

%% Import data
clf
data=readtable('data/australia_march_temps.csv');

%% Extract data
lon = (data.longitude)';
lat = (data.latitude)';
T = (data.temperature)';

% Create vectors for new longitude and latitude values
lonvec = 110:155;
latvec = -45:-10;

% Create a grid of longitudes and latitudes
[longrid,latgrid] = meshgrid(lonvec,latvec);

% Interpolate the scattered March temperature data onto the grid
Tgrid = griddata(lon,lat,T,longrid,latgrid);

%% TODO: Create two images of the temperature data
figure
im = pcolor(longrid,latgrid,Tgrid);
im.EdgeColor = 0.5*[1 1 1];
im.EdgeAlpha = 0.5;

figure
im2 = imagesc(lonvec,latvec,Tgrid);
axis xy
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